Kanban

Trello-like Kanban boards let you organize items very effectively. This page aims to discuss potential alternatives to have an equivalent feature/feature-set in Tiki.

Very much like jQuery Gantt editor, all the data would live in trackers, and we just need a GUI to display, and drag and drop.

Wekan

Wekan is JS-only (meteor.js based)
See: https://github.com/wekan/wekan
The open-source Trello-like kanban (built with Meteor) https://wekan.io
MIT licensed.

Their labels could sync with our Tiki tags, and items ideally could sync/get-transferred to trackers, etc.

Interesting...

1.2. Kanboard

Kanboard, is php+js + integrated time tracking app!
Kanboard is not for everybody, it's made for people who want to manage their projects efficiently and simply.
https://kanboard.net/
https://kanboard.net/features
MIT Licensed.

Plugins for Jabber, Oauth2, Github and Gitlab, Relationgraphs, LDAP, SMS Two-Factor Authentication,
TimeTracking with timers and manual edition of Time tracking possible, ...

See: https://kanboard.net/plugins

1.3. interact.js

interact.js is a JavaScript module for drag and drop, resizing and multi-touch gestures with inertia and snapping for modern browsers (and also IE9+).

http://interactjs.io
https://github.com/taye/interact.js

1.4. NextCloud Deck

- https://github.com/nextcloud/deck

1.5. Other alternatives

Interesting list here:
http://alternativeto.net/software/trello/?license=opensource&platform=self-hosted
An example: https://github.com/glfw/glfw/projects/2

See also Mobile libs for drag and drop

Alias:
Trello | Kanban board | cards board